Find out the correct antonyms for the following words

213. released  B. arrested  C. sent  D. started
214. Scold  A. Praise  B. praise  C. blame  D. angry
215. secretly  A. openly  B. privately  C. personally  D. display
216. vanished  A. appeared  B. left  C. succeeded  D. remote
217. early  A. quickly  B. late  C. punctually  D. slowly

Identify the meaningful English words which can be formed with the letters given using each letter only once:

218. TIEK  B. kite  C. kette  D. teki
219. NOWT  B. two  C. town  D. note
220. YTC  B. tiny  C. cite  D. city
221. ETOG  B. get  C. geta  D. tage

The following sets of ideas objects have some common feature function, spot the odd one out

222. A. sip  B. suckle  C. drink  D. masticate
223. A. newt  B. snake  C. smart  D. anaconda
224. A. lion  B. dalmation dog  C. cheetah  D. spotted deer
225. A. cheerful  B. doubtful  C. joyful  D. merry
226. A. lizard  B. iguana  C. chameleon  D. millipede

Choose most appropriate word and fill in the blank

227. Raja has met with an accident immediately --------- for the ambulance.
A. Run  B. Dial  C. go  D. ask
228. The sportsman has fallen down, ------------ quickly the first-aid box.
A. Call  B. fetch  C. run  D. ask
229. The government must take effective steps to --------- the suffering of the poor people.
A. Remove  B. mitigate  C. throw  D. wipe
230. The ----- of the college is a great scholar.
A. Principle  B. principal  C. priest  D. prince
231. A. ----- verb denotes an action exerted on an object
A. Transitory  B. intransitive  C. transitive  D. transfer

Find the errors in the following statement

232. If I were of you, I would not love her.
A. 1  2  3  4

---

Answer